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Abstract
This thesis used a fully operating content-based music recommender system (MRS) to
examine the effects of adding feedback options to explanations. Explanations are an often
used in recommender systems to for example, justify suggestions, increase satisfaction, or
increase trust in the system (Tintarev & Masthoff, 2015). However, if an explanation isn’t
correct according to the user this could have counterproductive effects. Being able to provide
the recommender feedback on why the explanation is not correct could help overcome this.
Arguably, explanations need feedback options to work. Furthermore, literature discussed in
this study helps structure different explanations used in recommender systems.
In an online experiment, participants are asked to fill a music playlist with
recommendations. They are able to add or dislike a track. In the experimental condition’s
participants get an explanation after disliking the track. A baseline condition without
explanations, a condition with explanations, and a condition with explanations and feedback
options are compared for user perceptions of trust, effort, control, transparency, and
usefulness. Perceived system usefulness is expected to rise when users are able to reply on
wrong system explanations about the recommendations. Other variables are expected to
mediate this process. Due to low sample size and a potential effect of fatigue in the
experiment, expected results couldn’t be confirmed. Using structural equation modelling
(SEM) analysis no evidence can be found confirming the positive effects of adding feedback
options to explanations. The number of disliked tracks and added tracks effect perceptions of
effort to use the system and control over the recommendations. Effort and control influence
trust negatively and positively respectively. Higher perceived recommender trust positively
effects playlist satisfaction. Lastly, perceived system transparency mediates the effect of effort
on control. Concluding, this research couldn’t confirm expected effects of explanations with
feedback options. Recommender trust again proved to play an important role in music
recommenders. Further, insights from this thesis can help shape the use of explanations in
recommender systems and interactive machine learning.
Keywords: Music Recommender System, Explanations, User control, Feedback
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A recommender system is a form of interactive machine learning more than ever present in our
lives (e.g. tracks are often recommended to people by using Spotify or movies are recommended
using Netflix). These services contain a lot of information for the user to consume. Spotify for
example, claims to have a database of more than 50 million tracks and growing (Spotify AB,
2019b). With this vast amount of information at your disposal, it can be hard to serve the user
with the right track, album or artist. To overcome this problem of information overload a
Recommender System, from now on referred to as RS, is often provided to help users find items
they like (Ricci, Rokach, & Shapira, 2015).
The problem of information overload is often successfully tackled by recommender
systems. However, recommendations aren’t always accurate or fulfilling user needs (GarciaGathright, St Thomas, Hosey, Nazari, & Diaz, 2018; McNee, Riedl, & Konstan, 2006).
Research concluded that users are more inclined to adopt recommendations when they know
how the system reached its conclusions (Moulin, Irandoust, Bélanger, & Desbordes, 2002;
Richard Ye, 1995). However, for the user this process is mainly perceived as a black box (Sinha
& Swearingen, 2002). To unveil these processes, explanations are an often-proposed solution.
Explanations can have a positive effect on how a user perceives the system and therefore how
the user experiences it and interacts with it (Tintarev & Masthoff, 2015). Contradictory, recent
research found that using for example explanations to reach a higher level of transparency of
the system, isn’t always a good thing and, in this case, can also lead to distrust. Here,
participants got distracted and simple heuristics about the systems operation may be
undermined when explanations are too complex (Springer & Whittaker, 2019). Research on
trust, concludes that explaining individual predictions is important in assessing trust in these
systems (Ribeiro, Singh, & Guestrin, 2016). As it seems, the level of perceived trust users have
in the system is dependent on what sort of explanation is given.
Fails & Olsen (2003) found that user feedback positively influences accuracy of
machine learning processes. User feedback can also play an important role in RS. Besides the
advantage of achieving higher levels of recommender accuracy, user feedback can also have
several advantages for the user, like higher perceived control or perceived accuracy
(Knijnenburg, Willemsen, Gantner, Soncu, & Newell, 2012). In interactive machine learning
systems, explanations and user feedback are often used intertwined but the combined working
of the two aspects is still underexplored. If a user is incorrectly recommended an item and is
explained why the system recommended it, one can imagine the user wanting to correct the
system and prevent it from making further mistakes. Arguably, explanations need user feedback
to be useful. Surprisingly, self-learning recommender systems providing well explainable
recommendations already exist, but the ability to provide feedback on the correctness of the
explanation is not explored yet. Feedback options over explanations could be beneficial
twofold. This specific type of feedback could contain valuable information for the
recommender to alter its recommendations on and could play a positive role in user perceptions
about the system.
This research aims to unveil whether explanations need user feedback to be positively
contributing to user perceptions of system usefulness in a music recommender system. This
will be done by letting users interact with different versions of a self-learning music
recommender system to create playlists with. First, participants are exposed to a baseline
condition in which they are only allowed to add a track to their playlist or dislike a track which
4

will remove the track from view. Then, they are either exposed to a system which now shows
an explanation upon disliking a track or a system which now shows an explanation and feedback
options over this explanation upon disliking a track. All add, dislike and especially feedback on
the explanation interactions are taken into account by the system to make better future
recommendations. Afterwards, users are asked about their perceptions. In the process of
creating a playlist with recommendations, mediating perceptions leading to system usefulness
will be examined applying the guidelines of the framework for user-centric evaluation of
recommender systems (Knijnenburg et al., 2012). Ultimately, insights gained in this research
can help shape the field of recommender systems, music recommender systems and interactive
machine learning (Dudley & Kristensson, 2018).
Research Question: “What are the effects of user feedback on explanations on perceived
system usefulness in music recommender systems?”

5

Chapter 2: Theoretical background
2.1 Recommender systems
A recommender system is a tool which provides users with suggestions for items which are
most likely of interest to the user (Ricci et al., 2015). Since the pool of items that a service (e.g.,
a web shop) provides is bigger than ever, suggestions can help the user. These suggestions are
provided by recommender systems to support users’ decision-making processes. Different types
of suggestions can be done such as, what advertisement to show, what music to listen to, or
what movie to watch. RS are used to serve you the music you wanted to hear but service
providers want to exploit RSs for several other reasons too. Those reasons could be: increasing
the number of items sold, selling more diverse items, increasing user satisfaction, increasing
user fidelity and to get a better understanding of what the user wants (Kulesza et al., 2013).
To provide suggestions, also called recommendations, a recommender system needs
information. Typically, two types of information are used in a RS, explicit information, e.g.,
ratings or implicit information like user behaviour. There are traditionally two often used
approaches to generate suggestions: content-based and collaborative filtering (CF) methods
(Ricci et al., 2015). Content-based recommending builds on the principle of similarity of
content. The system infers, if the user likes the movie “Die hard”, the user probably also likes
the movie “RED”. This, because Bruce Willis fulfils main roles in both movies. In both cases
the attribute of Bruce playing a main role causes high similarity between the items “Die hard”
and “RED” which leads to the recommendation of item “RED”. Collaborative filtering is based
on the principle of similarity of rating of users instead of similarity of content. Here, the system
infers, a user can have similar taste or interests to another user and thus, recommends items that
similar users in taste liked in the past. Taste is based on all items a user liked or rated in the
past.
A RS is a specific implementation of machine learning technologies and thus advances
in machine learning can be used in the field of recommender systems and vice versa. To
illustrate, a classic collaborative filtering RS is based on the machine learning technology knearest neighbour. Next, a content-based filtering RS can be based on different technologies
like decision trees or neural networks. RS can be distinguished from ML and IML on their
user-oriented goals instead of analytical goals. In general, a RS is built as aid for users. This is
done by using explicit instructions like, return the best fitting item for this user based on the
data. In contrast, classic and interactive machine learning systems are for example used to
analyse patterns or reveal clusters over large sets of data without explicit instructions
(analytical goals) (Qiu, Wu, Ding, Xu, & Feng, 2016).
More specifically this research will focus on Music Recommender Systems (MRS).
MRS help the user find relevant items from a large collection of readily available tracks, artists,
albums, playlists and genres (Schedl, Knees, McFee, Bogdanov, & Kaminskas, 2015). A
commonly known commercial MRS is Spotify’s “Discover Weekly” function (Spotify AB,
2019a). With this weekly updated list, Spotify aims to get the user in touch with new music
they might also like. Other music recommenders could have different goals like, changing the
users mood (Amini, 2019). Compared to other recommender systems, music recommender
systems face new challenges. One important aspect is that every different context elicits
different musical preferences for example, one prefers different tracks when “chilling” than
when “studying” (Adomavicius, Mobasher, Ricci, & Tuzhilin, 2011; Janissen, 2019). This
6

contextual dependence is smaller in, for example, a web shop recommender to find clothes with.
Adomavicius et al. (2011) also point out that due to this contextual dependence, preferences are
constantly evolving. Another hard to grasp concept concerns the fact that tracks are often
consumed in a sequence and therefore the RS should recommend a sequence of tracks as a
whole rather than a single track (Hadash, 2019). This is why artists compose albums and users
compose playlists. These playlists are often created with a certain goal. One often creates
playlists complying to a specific mood or situation to create a corresponding experience.
Recommending music means recommending an experience rather than just an item, like a new
photo camera. Research also pointed out that it is not always possible to adequately measure
user experience without allowing users to consume items (Loepp, Donkers, Kleemann, &
Ziegler, 2018). When a user is interacting with a web shop to buy a new photo camera, the user
can’t consume the recommended items. When interacting with a music recommender however
the user can immediately consume the items and judge whether these items fit their wishes.
With recommending an experience, comes the question: “How to present these
recommendations to the user?”. Tintarev & Masthoff (2015) summarized five different ways of
presenting recommendations to the user.
•
•
•
•
•

Top item. Offering the user the best item according to all data.
Top N-items. Presenting several best items according to all data.
Similar to top item(s). Presenting similarities to specific items in the data.
Predicted ratings for all items. Similar as Top N-items but allows the user to browse
through all options which are presented with a predicted rating of relevance to the user.
Structured overview. Displaying a structure of recommended items liked to each other.
Items can be compared on variables like score on rock, or score on danceability.
Creating a self-explanatory overview of items and why they are recommended.

This research offers participants several best items (Top N-items) according to their listening
history, added tracks, disliked tracks and feedback on the explanation, depending on their
condition.

2.2 User control
The field of Interactive Machine learning (IML) tries to combine human perception and
intelligence with computational power and speed of computers (Dudley & Kristensson, 2018).
By combining both strengths, IML aims at creating an optimal relationship to increase system
accuracy and user experience. A successful IML application involves input from the user
without the required background knowledge or experience that might be necessary to work
with more traditional machine learning techniques.
In early research the goal of adding user input and giving the user control was mainly
increasing system accuracy via preference elicitation. However, recently, research in IML and
RS started to focus more on a user centered approach. Confidence in the system and satisfaction
is proven to increase with user control (Parra & Brusilovsky, 2015; Sinha & Swearingen, 2002).
Adding user control to the system can play a positive role in the users’ experience and should
therefore also be added from a user centered approach besides an accuracy approach (Dudley
& Kristensson, 2018).
A lot of different types of user control exist. He, Parra, & Verbert (2016) constructed a
framework on interactive recommender systems and defined four different elements on which
7

user control can be implemented (see Figure 1). These elements are user data, context, medium
and recommendations. Here, user data represents items like previous ratings or search history.
Contextual factors one could give a user control over are for example location or user’s
interests. User control over the medium itself is a more complex process often requiring further
system understanding. To illustrate this, imagine a collaborative filtering algorithm providing
recommendations. A classical collaborative filtering algorithm contains a list of most similar
users one could show to the user. One could give the user control over this list by for example
by allowing the user to control the importance/weight of what users to include, weighing users
with a good taste higher. The last element they discuss is control over the recommendations
themselves. Forms of user control here would be enabling the user to rate the recommendations
on a scale or enabling the user to delete a recommendation. This thesis shows control over the
recommendations since I allow users to add or dislike recommendations. Furthermore, this
thesis is mainly focussed on control over the medium. Since giving feedback on the systems
explanations, its inferences, provides the recommender with information upon which it changes
its internal model.

Figure 1: User control on the elements of a recommender system. Adapted from ‘Interactive recommender systems: A survey
of the state of the art and future research challenges and opportunities.’ By He et al., 2016, Expert Systems with
Applications, 56, 9–27.

Resulting from these four ways on which user control can be implemented, I would like
to emphasize a distinction between recommender systems which ask for user input before an
actual recommendation is made (user control over user data, context and medium) and systems
which ask for user input after a recommendation is made (user control over recommendations).
Often in RS a lot of user input (e.g. adjusting weights or adding preferences) must be given in
order to receive recommendations. Other systems take the opposite approach and give
recommendations straight away upon which they ask the user to provide feedback to let the
system learn its user preferences. To illustrate, I elaborate on a few researched examples.
•

Existing RS like the food menu recommender by Wasinger et al. (2013) allows users up
front to fill out their food preferences on which the RS makes recommendations. They
used the think aloud protocol while users interacted with the RS. Afterwards they
interviewed the participants and found that personalized control is enhanced compared
to a standard restaurant menu. This is a clear example of a system which allows users
to provide input upfront.
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•

•

Other RS create recommendations based on an existing user profile which already
contains user data. An example here is the MRS Tasteweights by Bostandjiev,
O’Donovan, & Höllerer (2012). The MRS made initial recommendations based on the
user’s music preferences from Facebook and let their users adjust the weights of these
initial preferences afterwards. They found that recommendation accuracy and user
experience increased when being able to interact with the system like this.
Some systems allow the user to explicitly only give input after a recommendation is
made. An example here could be the digital camera critique based recommender by
McCarthy et al. (2004). They show the user a predefined recommended item and give
the user the possibility to give critiques on this.
Conversational recommender systems highly resonate with this approach. Early work
on a conversational news recommender for example gives the user in a conversationlike fashion options to give feedback to the system (Billsus & Pazzani, 1999). After
being recommended a news article they can reply to the system by for example saying:
“Next Story” or “More about this!”. Here the user can only choose a limited amount of
options, current conversational recommenders use a chat bot-like approach allowing for
almost infinite options (Sun & Zhang, 2018).

Existing interactive recommender systems focus on the idea that the user’s opinion
towards a recommendation is reflected by the feedback the user gives. For example, in an
interactive MRS the user can give thumbs down feedback on a track. In this case the system
infers that the user doesn’t like the track and maybe doesn’t recommend you similar tracks. An
existing interactive MRS for example asks the user to weigh a lot of artists to make a new artists
recommendation (Bostandjiev et al., 2012). For example, weighing the artists negatively,
conveys the same information as disliking the artist. However, (dis)liking artists doesn’t include
much information for the system to learn from. What does include more information are more
elaborate reasons people have underlying this. If the system knew the user didn’t like the track
because of the artist, the system can still recommend similar tracks if they’re not made by this
“disliked” artist. Little research is done in specifically asking the users why a recommendation
doesn’t fit their preferences and incorporating these reasons when creating new
recommendations. This specific feedback towards the system contains more information about
the users reasoning and will have the potential to improve the predictions and more importantly
could positively effect user experience and behaviour. To test this, this research gives users the
ability to give feedback on the structural explanations given by the system. Giving users the
ability to give feedback on explanations allows the system to correct itself better than when
focusing purely on likes or dislikes.

2.3 Explanations
RS users often have no insight into the logic or justification of the recommendations. This raises
an issue. Users may experience doubt towards the recommendations accuracy if they do not
understand why recommendations are made (Millecamp, Conati, Htun, & Verbert, 2019). To
overcome this problem, explanations can offer a solution (Ribeiro et al., 2016; Richard Ye,
1995).
Explanations have a long history dating to the origins of language. As explanations are
often used to give a clear understanding of why something happened or why people do the
things they do. Early on, researchers already investigated explanations and argumentative
techniques in the field of knowledge-based systems and decision support systems (Moulin et
9

al., 2002). Moulin et al. argue that artificial agents should be equipped with explanation
capabilities to convince their users of the validity of their recommendations, which is one of
the foundations this thesis is built on.
Tintarev and Masthoff (2015) discuss that explanations in RS can serve multiple aims.
One of which is transparency: aiming to expose the reasoning behind the recommendation.
Secondly, they can also serve as help to inspire user trust and loyalty, increase satisfaction,
make it quicker and easier for users to find what they want, and persuade them to use a
recommended item. Early research on movie recommendations compared 21 different
explanations of all kinds (e.g. Histograms of similar movies or ratings of users) and prove
explanations in general to be positively contributing to user acceptance. (Herlocker, Konstan,
& Riedl, 2000). Eight year later, more relevant work created an art recommender and measured
the effects of perceived understanding, trust, and perceived competence on acceptance of the
recommendation and the system (Cramer et al., 2008). They created a functionality which
allowed the user to get a textual explanation over the recommended item. A used explanation
in this study was for example: “Why is “The Tailor’s Workshop” recommended to you?”,
“Because it has the following themes in common with artworks that you like: - Everyday Life,
- Clothes, - Occupations, - Genre Painting”. They found transparency by textual explanations
increased the acceptance of recommendations and the understandability of the system. More
recently, Kulesza et al. (2013) researched varying levels of completeness and correctness of
explanations from music recommendations and found these have strong influence on how users
think the system comes to its conclusions. Furthermore, they found that one should take into
account the role of the perceived costs and benefits of the explanations when designing
explanations. For example, having to read a textual explanation, understand a visual explanation
or interact with implicit explanation elements of the system costs effort but may outweigh the
benefits of the gathered information conveyed in the explanation.
Recent research argues that explainable artificial intelligence can build on relevant
papers from philosophy, cognitive psychology and social psychology (Miller, 2019). This
introduces the importance of taking thought processes, reasoning, and decision making from
the user into account when designing for explanations. A lot of recommender systems are built
on the explanations which fit their underlying algorithms best. The research done by Tintarev
& Masthoff (2015) shows this is the case by dividing explanation styles into six categories
reflecting their underlying algorithms: Case-based, Collaborative-based, Content-based,
Conversational, Demographic-based, and Knowledge/utility-based.
To understand explanations and their use in RS nowadays, I argue there are a few key
dimensions, one must understand. Explanations can either be textual or visual. A textual
explanation can be somewhere along the lines of “Because you watched … you might also like
…”. A visual explanation can for example be a word cloud (Vig, Sen, & Riedl, 2009), bar
charts, linked diagrams or a histogram (Herlocker et al., 2000). An extended overview of
visualization techniques in recommender systems can be found in the work by He, Parra and
Verbert (2016). This thesis will build on textual explanations rather than visual explanations
because this allowed for structural claims backed by the underlying algorithm’s inferences.
Resulting from this, users are now also able to give structured feedback the algorithm
“understands”.
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Explanations can also be categorized into persuasive- or informative explanations. Here,
persuasive explanations are more focused on why the current recommendation is relevant to the
user while informative explanations are more focused at revealing the systems working. Other
research described this exact distinction but called these concepts “preference explanations”, to
inform the user of the current state of system and “recommendation explanations”, to justify
why an recommendation is relevant (Lamche, Adıgüzel, & Wörndl, 2014). This thesis will
focus on persuasive explanations also called “recommendation explanations” because this also
allows for structured feedback options over the explanations. To construct these feedback
options Toulmin’s extended model of argumentation is used (van Eemeren et al., 2014). This
model structures data and warrants to make a persuasive claim. Exceptions to the claim are
called rebuttals which will function as feedback options. This model will be further elaborated
in the Methods section.
Commercially, explanations like “Because you listened to …” (from now also referred
to as explicit explanations), are used most of the time. Next to explicit explanations, research
on recommendation aids points out interactive UI elements of the system, and user control can
also explain how the system works, called “implicit explanations” (Åman & Liikkanen, 2010).
To illustrate, in the research done by Jin, Tintarev, & Verbert (2018) they allow users to set
their top artists, tracks and genres. Furthermore, they allow the user to give weights to these
attributes. Other research also lets users select artists and track attributes like, energy or
danceability (Millecamp, Htun, Jin, & Verbert, 2018). Altering values in the system (e.g.
turning knobs, switching sliders or adding favourite artists) will result in a different outcome
recommendation, revealing bits of the systems working. Users inferred that their
recommendations are based on these variables and therefore these are considered implicit
explanations.
One can’t say what explanation style is best, since every user’s understanding of the
system, the process they assume the system goes through when recommending an item is
different. Expert users may already have a better or other understanding of how such systems
work compared to novices. The assumed systems working by a user is called a mental model.
It is hard to design explanations comparing for the different mental models users have. Ideally,
one reveals every user’s mental model before interacting with the system and create user control
over the variables the user thinks the system is based on. However, creating a different system
for every user would be very effortful if not just impossible to achieve. To compare for different
mental models this study aims at shaping mental models, instead of designing for them. This is
done via explanations. Research already tried to reveal how mental models are influenced by
explanations (Kulesza et al., 2013). They conclude that explanations facilitate the creation of
mental models. Given the explanation, the user forms or adjusts their image (mental model) of
how the system comes to its conclusions. An explanation from the system can be “we believe
you like classical music”. For the user constructing its mental model this reveals: “The system
used my listening history which contains of a lot of classical music to make this claim”. The
current study is built on this principle. Users of a specific recommender system are exposed to
the same explanations, will make the same inferences and therefore build the same mental
models.

2.4 Interplay of user control and explanations
There is no best way to include user control and explanations in a system. What is important is
that it should fit the goal of the system. As is the case with giving explanations and allowing
11

for user control, one must take into account that adding functionality isn’t always a good thing.
One should consider the trade-off between user costs and benefits when designing a system.
Users input requires effort which could be rewarded by more satisfying recommendations later.
A lot of systems therefore give recommendations right away and hope to learn fast from
iterations of user input, resulting in hopefully satisfying recommendations with less effort.
User control and explanations are closely tied as will be explained in the following
section using a few examples. First, conversational recommender systems rely on explanations
as well as user control. Conversational recommender systems aim at creating a constant
interaction between the user and the system. This to infer preferences from the user over the
course of an extended dialog (Rafter & Smyth, 2005). An example interaction from research on
a movie recommender is “What kind of movie do you feel like?” “I feel like watching a thriller.”
(Wärnestål, 2005). This systems’ question implies that the answer the user will give will be
interpreted as a sort of movie. Revealing it will base its recommendation on what kind of movie
the user will answer here. The systems working is partially revealed, recommendations are
based on a kind of movie, this can therefore be seen as an implicit explanation. From a user
perspective it is important that the system shows correct understanding of its user. A
recommender showing wrong understanding of its user, could lead to distrust towards the
system (Zhang & Curley, 2018).
Second, explanations and user control are also used in critique systems (McCarthy et
al., 2004). In critique systems the user is constantly asked about their opinion relative to the
item shown. They can express their opinion via critiques. A critique the user is able to select in
the study by McCarthy et al. (2004) is for example: “Less Memory and Lower Resolution and
Cheaper”. The critique options available show the user that the system bases its
recommendations on the attributes like memory and resolution. This implicit explanation
facilitates the users’ preference construction. They found that this way of interacting plays an
important role in understanding the systems recommendations.
Lastly, the word “interactive” in IML, already implies input from the user and output
from the system. Explanations and user control are unavoidably connected here. For a user,
using the system and understanding the systems’ workings requires some form of explanation
from the system. For the system to provide recommendations for a specific user it needs
information from the user which can be achieved by allowing user control.
In conversational recommender systems, critique systems and most important IML, user
control and explanations are closely tied. In this process the user and the system need to create
certain understanding of each other’s working and intentions in order to supply each other with
relevant information. The system tries to create this understanding by giving explanations while
the user lets the system know its preferences or intentions by giving input. An often-used
feedback mechanism uses likes and dislikes. By having a few iterations of interaction, the
system and the user should understand each other and eventually complement each other. With
user control and explanations tied, do the two rely on each other to work properly? Or another
way to frame it, does the interplay between the two result in better user experience of the system
compared to both used separately? First, it is questionable whether explanations work without
being able to have user control over the system. Second, more specifically do explanations work
without being able to provide feedback on their correctness? This research aims at answering
these questions. This research also shows a new method of using an argumentative model to
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structure feedback options over explanations. The feedback options are ‘understandable’ by the
recommender algorithm allowing it to learn. Showcasing this method can furthermore be
beneficial for future work.

2.5 Framework for user centric evaluation
There are several variables playing a role between explanations and user control on user
experiences and user behaviour. To gain insight into how objective system aspects as
explanations could have effect on user experiences or behaviour, I will elaborate more on the
framework for user centric evaluation of RS (Knijnenburg et al., 2012). This framework will
give structured support to understand how system aspects influence behaviour by measuring
user perceptions.
As (McNee et al., 2006) suggested, a better look at Human-recommender interaction
was needed in the field where this wasn’t considered before. Main research was focused on
increasing algorithm accuracy. Now, they argue that interactive components of a recommender
system account for about 50% of its commercial success. Others show preference elicitation
mechanism and the presentation of recommendations have a substantial impact on users’
acceptance and evaluation of recommender systems as well as their usage behaviour (Chen &
Pu, 2012; Knijnenburg et al., 2012). This shows the importance of a user centric look at RS and
the corresponding user centric evaluation of RS.
The framework describes how system features (Objective System Aspects) are
interpreted by the user into perceived system features (Subjective System Aspects) leading
towards an experience and behaviour (the interaction) under the influence of contextual factors
(Situational Characteristics) and personal characteristics. The important point made here is that
by using this framework one can unveil underlying processes on why something is experienced
the way it is or why the user shows behaviour with the RS. In this framework, the use of the
user’s perceptions (SSA) as mediator towards their experiences (EXP) and behaviour (INT) is
essential since the link between OSA and EXP or INT is often weak (Figure 2). To test a
hypothetical model or to approach how the aspects relate in a user test, structural equation
modeling (SEM) is used.

Figure 2. the User-Centric Evaluation Framework
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2.6 Framework for user centric evaluation: Applied
Usefulness (EXP)
The main focus of this thesis lies at unveiling the effects of explanations and user control on
user experiences about the system. The next section will elaborate on which user perceptions
play important roles in (interactive) recommender systems beginning with the goal of this user
centered research. Often satisfaction is taken as goal for user centered design in RS (Ekstrand,
Harper, Willemsen, & Konstan, 2014; Masthoff & Gatt, 2006; Piliponyte, Ricci, & Koschwitz,
2013). Others argue, based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the revised
version of TAM, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), next to
effort and social influence, performance expectancy (usefulness) is researched to be the best
predictor of intent to use (Davis, 1989). In ideal situations, a recommender system with
explanations and user control combined correctly, will result in high intent to use. This study
aims at measuring perceived system usefulness (performance expectancy) as goal to ultimately
predict high intent to use. To confirm whether previous literature applies in this study the
expected positive effects of explanations are hypothesized first.
Hypothesis 1: Explicit explanations have a positive effect on perceived usefulness of a music
recommender system.
As earlier questioned, do explanations work without being able to provide feedback on
their correctness? Imagine a user interacting with a recommender system with explanations. If
a user gets to know the systems working via explanations but doesn’t have the possibility to
change the system accordingly, it could lead to a lower level of perceived usefulness while
including user feedback on explanations, could lead to higher perceived usefulness. To examine
these effects the second main hypothesis is as follows.
Hypothesis 2: Adding user feedback to explicit explanations leads to a higher increased
perceived system usefulness compared to solely exposure to explanations without feedback.
According to the framework the previously elaborated perceived system usefulness is
treated as an experience (EXP), since it concerns the perception of your experience with the
system. This thesis will therefore, focus on the effects of system explanations (OSA) and user
feedback on the explanations (OSA) on the perception of system usefulness (EXP). The
underlying other perceptions playing a role here were measured and compared with the
support of the framework. Perceptions and experiences expected to play a role are elaborated
below resulting in a hypothetical model.
Effort (EXP)
Applying more functionality, like setting weights or giving preferences providing feedback or
reading explanations in a recommender system, comes at a cost of effort. It requires some user
effort to control the system. As seen in the research by Jin et al. (2018) Controlling all these
elements before actually receiving a recommendation requires high effort. Research found
that in the end lower effort will also have a positive effect on satisfaction (Knijnenburg et al.,
2012). Effort plays an important role in IML and RS, to decrease effort systems often rather
focus on implicit user input, listening events (e.g. uninterrupted listening or skipping tracks)
instead of explicit user control. This is done because implicit user input can be used without
increasing user effort (Schedl et al., 2015).
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Important to note is that there are two types of effort, the objective effort it takes while
using a system (often measured in clicks or completion time) may be different from the effort
perceived by the user. Imagine a user interacting with two systems. It might take the user
thirty seconds to find a nice recommended track in the first system while it might take the user
twenty seconds in the second system. Possibly, the user felt it took more effort to find a track
in the second system because it had to perform more reasoning. The second system might
have more elaborate explanations causing the user to perform more thinking and reasoning to
find a track but also caused the user to envision its preferences in a shorter time span which
lead to a lower interaction time. It is important to keep both concepts separated in research.
Including explanations in a RS will cause higher objective effort since reading the
explanations costs time and thinking. Objective (Perceived) effort will therefore presumably
also be slightly higher with explanations compared to conditions without explanations. If the
user has to give feedback on explanations, objective effort will also likely be higher compared
to conditions in which they only have to read and understand the explanation itself, since the
user has to go through available options and ask oneself which fits their reasoning best. Figure
3 illustrates the hypothesized role of objective (perceived) effort between the effects of
explanations and user feedback on perceived usefulness in this research.

Figure 3: Expected role of effort

Control (SSA)
Next to objective control features research proved that subjective control, also called
perceived control, plays an important role in RS (Knijnenburg, Reijmer, & Willemsen, 2011).
Objective and perceived control are obviously closely linked. Since being able to control a lot
of system aspects will lead to a higher perception of control over the system compared to a
system with little controllable aspects.
Users may experience differences in perceived sense of being in control while
interacting with a system. Including user control in a system doesn’t necessary imply higher
perceived system usefulness. Research mentions that in some cases increasing the
functionality or user control would lead to higher satisfaction (Parra & Brusilovsky, 2015).
Other research implies this is only true till a certain level. They conclude that the interaction
between the system and the user should not result in a too high level of transparency,
implying there is a limit to the amount of user control one should allow for (Amershi,
Cakmak, Knox, & Kulesza, 2014). Since user control in the form of explanations with user
feedback is researched this variable will be considered important in playing a mediating role
between the explanations with user feedback and system usefulness (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Expected role of Control

Personalization (SSA)
Perceived personalization is previously defined as, the user’s perception that the
recommender understands their tastes and can effectively adapt do them (Ekstrand et al.,
2014). I hypothesize that explanations and explanations with user feedback both have
different effects on the level of perceived personalization. Adding explanations could reveal
the level of personalization to users and could therefore have a positive or negative effect
depending on how the user interpreted the explanation as being personalized. Adding user
feedback to explanations could positively affect the level of perceived personalization. Giving
the system more input per definition makes the system more personalized because it takes the
feedback into account to provide better suggestions. It also could make the systems results
feel more personalized because the user sees the recommendations improved or because the
user thinks the effort put into the system will result in better recommendations without
confirmation of this.
In this thesis I consider the factor perceived personalization but this perception can be
built around several other perceptions (e.g. the user could have a positive feeling about the
accuracy of the recommendations, the user’s idea of how the system works is confirmed by
the recommendations or the user has a positive feeling about how the system captured their
preferences). Research pointed out perceived personalization is significantly related to users’
trust beliefs (Zhang & Curley, 2018). They measured the perceived personalization of a
recommender agent after they allowed the users to give input to the system by a weight
setting system. This approach overlaps with the current research and therefore perceived
personalization is considered to be an important factor in trust.
I argue perceived personalization also plays an important role in perceived usefulness.
If a user considers the system highly personalized this could increase the perceived usefulness
of the system, resulting in the hypothesized relations shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Expected role of Personalization
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Transparency (SSA)
Informative explanations are often used to increase perceived transparency of the system
(Tintarev & Masthoff, 2015). In RS, transparency is often depicted as level of exposing the
reasoning behind recommendations. Previous master thesis work on a group music
recommendation system also qualitatively found that that users would like to see an
explanation to expose the reasoning behind the recommendation (Janissen, 2019). I
hypothesize that the use of explanations in RS will also have an effect on perceived
transparency in this research. This effect in all likelihood is positive, as seen in previous work
by Tintarev & Masthoff (2015). Other research on perceived transparency hypothesized that
users who perceive low levels of transparency are less likely to trust system suggestions
(Cramer et al., 2008). Their results didn’t show differences in trust levels but showed that
users felt more confident with recommendations perceived as transparent. Still, transparency
is expected to be positively related to trust and considered in the model.
Trust (EXP)
Perceived trust is a heavily researched subject regarding user interaction with RS (Ribeiro et
al., 2016). They also stressed that trust is affected by how much the human understands a
model’s behaviour, in this research referred to as personalization. They differentiate between
two different (but related) definitions of trust: (1) trusting a prediction, i.e. whether a user
trusts an individual prediction sufficiently to take some action based on it, and (2) trusting a
model, i.e. whether the user trusts a model to behave in reasonable ways if deployed. The
current research focusses on the second definition namely, trust in the deployed model. I will
often refer to perceived system trust since the model and the system are the same thing from a
user perspective. Tintarev & Masthoff (2015) also considered trust to be one of the goals
explanations could have in RS. As earlier elaborated, trust is affected by perceived
personalization and perceived transparency. Ultimately, trust is considered to play a vital role
in the perception of the systems usefulness therefore a positive effect of perceived system
trust on perceived system usefulness is hypothesized. Relations are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Expected role of Transparency & Trust

It is of interest to see how all considered effects are influenced by explanations and
user feedback and possibly have an influence on perceived usefulness. The following
hypotheses are constructed.
Hypothesis 3a: Perceived effort, perceived control, perceived personalization, perceived
transparency and perceived trust mediate the effects of explanations on perceived usefulness.
Hypothesis 3b: Perceived effort, perceived control, perceived personalization, perceived
transparency and perceived trust mediate the effects of user feedback on explanations on
perceived usefulness.
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Explanations and user feedback are objective system aspects while perceived trust,
perceived effort and perceived usefulness are experiences one could have regarding the
interaction. Perceived control, perceived transparency and perceived personalization are
subjective system aspects because these concern a perception over the objective system aspects.
Applying the framework on the hypothetical relations as stated in the hypotheses will result in
the following conceptual model (see figure 7).

Figure 7: Hypothesized relations of variables

Playlist satisfaction (EXP)
For this study a playlist generation system will be created to examine the effects of
explanations and user feedback on explanations in a music recommender. The user is able to
create a playlist and fill it with recommendations. Since the goal of the system is making a
playlist, the variable playlist satisfaction is measured specific for this type of system. Since
playlist satisfaction is considered a to be closely linked to system usefulness it won’t be
included in the first model, but it will be measured to function as alternative end variable.
Explanation quality (SSA)
As explanations differ between recommendations it is important to compare for the
differences in interpretation they could cause. Only taking into account whether an
explanation is present in assessing transparency is not enough since there is variety in “how
good” this explanation is for the current case. Explanations may fit only certain scenarios.
These differentiating interpretations of perceived explanation quality are rather measured as
requirement check on transparency levels and are therefore not included in the model.
Recommendation quality (SSA)
As stated by Knijnenburg et al. (2012), when evaluating objective system aspects (OSA’s),
recommendation set composition is an important aspect needed to be taken into account.
Since the recommendations shown to the user are different for all participants the quality of
recommendations may differ between users which in turn could lead to differences in
perception of the system. To compare for these possible differences, users are asked to report
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their interpretation of the recommendation quality. This is also rather a requirement check and
is not included in the first model.

Chapter 3: Methods
Explanations and user control in recommender systems are separately two valuable and heavily
studied topics in the current literature. Contradictory, as mentioned in the above chapter, the
two subjects are almost inseparable and often used intertwined. This study aims at unveiling
the effects of explanations and user control on perceived usefulness and ultimately, whether
there are interaction effects between explanations and user control resulting in higher perceived
usefulness. To research these effects both aspects are implemented in an existing MRS. Users
were asked to interact with the system and asked about their experiences afterwards.

3.1 Experimental Design
A two condition between-subjects design is used. In condition one, participants are asked to
interact with a baseline system and with a system including explanations without user
feedback. In condition two, participants are asked to interact with the baseline system and
with a system including explanations with the ability to provide user feedback. Conditions are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Experimental conditions

Including
Condition

Explanation User Feedback

1. Baseline
2a. Explanations
2b. Explanations & Feedback

X
X

X

To gather a high enough sample size of all three conditions next to the betweensubjects design a within-subjects design is chosen letting participants first create a playlist in
the baseline condition followed by one of the two experimental conditions. Because
participants will notice differences between the baseline and experimental condition and could
act towards this, there may exist possible learning effects between the conditions. However,
this effect is expected to be equal in both between-subject conditions and therefore the effect
of adding feedback to explanations can safely be estimated.
As dependent variables perceived user control, perceived effort, perceived
personalization, perceived transparency, perceived trust, perceived recommendation quality,
perceived explanation quality, playlist satisfaction and perceived usefulness are measured
after the baseline and the experimental condition. The independent variables used are
explanations (binary, present in the condition or not) and user feedback (binary, present in the
condition or not).
Many contextual factors like, mood or emotions can influence the relevance of
recommendations (Adomavicius et al., 2011). It can be assumed that the users’ perception of
the systems’ usefulness is influenced by these factors. Participants could evaluate the systems’
usefulness on how well the recommendations and explanations fit their current context. Since
this research can’t control for context, I ask the participant to create a playlist based on at least
three to be chosen tracks. This shifts the goal of the to be created playlist from fitting their
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current mood and context best towards fitting their chosen tracks and the mood or emotions
they convey best.

3.2 Participants
The study consists of three conditions. To determine the number of participants needed for
this study to have sufficient statistical power, the study is simulated many times. By
simulating the experiment with hypothetical effects present in the data one can estimate the
chance at finding the true effects. Several sample sizes are tested at finding this true effect.
Concluding, conducting a study with a sample size of at least 160 respondents will result in
finding the true effect with a power of 90%. This study should aim at 160 respondents to be
certain to find effects if present.

3.3 Materials
3.3.1 System
The system used for the experiment is solely focused on the construction of playlists. The
main functionality, playlist construction, is imitated from how this is done in common music
recommenders or streaming services. The system allows users to login with their Spotify
account. Listening history from the account will be stored and is used to generate
recommendations. The system used in the experiment is based on an API (Application
Programming Interface) including an existing data model facilitating the recommendations
and a self-developed playlist generator user interface as used in common music streaming
services. The user’s behavioural data (logging data) will be gathered with the system.
In both conditions, participants are able to select a minimum of three tracks from their
20 recently listened top tracks upon which the recommender bases its recommendations in
general. Then, participants can fill their empty playlist with recommendations shown. After
adding or disliking a track the user is able to instruct the system to come up with new
recommendations. In the experimental conditions, explanations or explanations with feedback
options will be shown after disliking a track because users might only need a persuasive
explanation when they disagree with the recommendation. This is also done to force users to
interact with the explanations. An optional explanation would be used less and would show
less prominent effects of explanation implementations. The number of tracks added, number
of tracks disliked and feedback on the explanation will further be used to learn the system to
provide better future recommendations.
The RESTful API used to facilitate recommendations is a complete implementation of
a content-based music recommendation algorithm (Hadash, 2020). The system stores genre,
track and artist preferences for every user based on their listening history. A directed cyclic
network of tracks and artists related to the user is created using item-similarity, see Figure 8.
Based on this graph the system computes probabilities of the user liking other tracks. Tracks
with the highest probability are recommended. While interacting with the recommender users
are able to add tracks to their playlist, delete tracks from their recommended tracks and
(depending on their condition) are able to provide feedback on the explanation shown. These
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three forms of information are used to revalue the item-similarities in the cyclic graph to come
up with better fitting new recommendations.

Figure 8: Network graph for two users. Green nodes represent users, red nodes represent tracks. Nodesize is an indicator for out-degree.

The user interface is based on common music streaming services publicly available. It
consists of a bottom play bar, album-art representation in the lower left corner and the playlist
including recommendations in the upper right block. The front-end of the interface is built on
javascript and jQuery extended with the Spotify Web SDK and Spotify Web API (Spotify
AB, 2020a, 2020b). The back-end of the interface is built in Flask (Grinberg, 2018), a Python
library. Database functionality is built with PouchDB (“PouchDB,” 2020), a javascript based
database. Further elaboration on the system created can be found in Appendix B. The user
interface shown to participants can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Playlist generation experiment user interface

3.3.2 Model for argumentation
Conversational research showed that the majority of statements made in explanations are
argumentative claims and backings (Antaki & Leudar, 1992). It is straightforward to construct
the systems’ explanations, and suggested user feedback applying models of argumentation. The
model used in this thesis is Toulmin’s extended model of argumentation (van Eemeren et al.,
2014). The model structures argumentation to build towards a claim (illustrated in Figure 10).
To make a claim the model shows the facts supporting the claim as data. Warrants are the rules
binding the data supported by the backing of those rules. The qualifier shows the strength of
the claim (e.g. “certainly” or “likely”). If the warrant doesn’t hold, there are possible exceptions
called the rebuttals (see Figure 10).
An example explanation given by the system is “We presumed you like <a> because
you liked <b> and we believe they are similar”. In which <a> is the recommended track and
in which <b> is the earlier liked or added track.
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Figure 10: Illustration of the argumentation scheme following Toulmin’s extended model of argumentation (van Eemeren et
al., 2014).

Next to explaining the recommendation I now also would like to elicit user feedback on
the explanation. To contextualize, early research in computer science constructed and used four
different explicit user feedback strategies (Ginty & Smyth, 2002) which was later on further
elaborated by Tintarev & Masthoff (2015).
•
•
•
•

Value Elicitation. The user specifies their requirements.
Tweaking. The user asks for an alternation
Ratings Based. The user rates items.
Preference Based. The user gives their opinion.

Since this research evaluates user preferences, I will apply the preference-based
feedback strategy in this study. A good way to let the users provide feedback on the
recommendations can be providing predefined feedback options which are in line with the
explanation.
In order to make this feedback valuable for the model, this user feedback can only be
incorporated if it can be linked to the variables underlying the model. It is of importance to give
explanations and suggest user feedback the system and the user both can understand. The
explanations and suggestions for user feedback the system can suggest are to be based on the
attributes underlying the recommender model like, genre, artist and track preferences. A
straightforward explanation from the system can be “we believe you like classical music”
(genre). An example of suggested user feedback for the user can be “I don’t like this genre”.
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In this study a largely content-based recommender system which holds values for
genres, tracks and artists is used. A lot of different explanations can be given. The following
persuasive explanation, based on Toulmin’s extended model of argumentation, is used: “The
recommender considers that you like <a> because you liked <b> and the recommender finds
these tracks to be similar. Please give feedback:”. The four user feedback options are: “I don’t
like <b>”, “They are not similar”, “<a> does not fit the playlist’s theme” and “I have other
reasons for disliking <a>. In which <b> is the earlier top track based on your listening history
and in which <a> is the recommended track. The explanation and feedback options applied in
the experiment UI are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The explanation (left) and the feedback options user interface shown after disliking a track

3.3.3 Questionnaires
Demographic questionnaire
Participants are asked to fill out their age, gender, and their average weekly Spotify usage
times. Questions are shown in Appendix C.
Post-exposure questionnaire
After both the baseline and the experimental exposure, participants are asked to fill out the
main questionnaires about their experiences when creating playlists with the system. The
participants are asked to evaluate the system on perceived- transparency, personalization,
trust, effort, control, usefulness, explanation quality, recommendation quality and playlist
satisfaction. Item scales are based on prior research and adjusted to the current context
(Cramer et al., 2008; Ekstrand et al., 2014; Knijnenburg et al., 2011, 2012; Pu, Chen, & Hu,
2011). All items can be found in Appendix C.

3.4 Procedure
First, participants are asked to carefully read and accept the informed consent form. After they
logged in with their Spotify account and agree on sharing their Spotify data, they are asked to
fill out the demographic questionnaire. Next, they will enter the first part of the experiment
and are asked to check their sound output, give their playlist a name and select tracks as input
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for the system to base its recommendations on. Now, they are exposed with the recommender
system UI and will iteratively create a playlist of at least ten tracks based on their
recommendations. Afterwards they are asked to fill out the post-exposure questionnaire. In
the second part of the experiment participants are again asked to give their playlist a name and
select tracks before they will interact with the experimental condition recommender system
UI. After filling out the second post-exposure questionnaire participants are thanked and
reminded of the raffle they join for compensation. During the whole experiment logging data
will be gathered which is also analysed afterwards. The procedure steps can be found in
Figure 12 and are more elaborated in the script which can be found in Appendix A

Figure 12: Participants procedure
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Chapter 4: Results
The study took place from July 23rd till August 30. Participants were recruited via the JF
Schouten participant database and various social media channels. 20 participants weren’t able
to participate in the study due to technical difficulties. This resulted in a total set of 82
participants who finished the experiment. Two participants are disregarded because they
either completed the questionnaire or playlist generation itself in less than a minute, resulting
in a final dataset of 80 participants, 40 of them being assigned to each condition. Participants
had an average age of 25.5 (SD = 8.27). 45 of them were male while 35 were female. Data
will be analysed with statistical software Stata 16.1 (StataCorp, 2019) and Mplus (Muthén &
Muthén, 2017). Next, some findings from descriptive statistics will be elaborated followed by
the construction and analysis of three structural equation models.

4.1 Descriptive statistics
Experienced users might already have a well settled view of how music recommenders come
up with new tracks since Spotify itself uses different music recommendation methods. In
other words, participants who use Spotify often might already have formed a mental model
regarding music recommender systems before the start of the experiment. The amount of
Spotify usage and the development of mental models that comes with it could affect how the
system is interpreted and therefore should not be different across conditions. Assuming this is
an interval variable, an independent samples t-test showed that Spotify usage was not
significantly different between the conditions (M1 = 2.025, SD1 = 1.405, M2 = 1.625, SD2 =
1.234, t (78) = 1.353, p = 0.18). Still a notable difference can be seen which needs to be kept
in mind. On average, people in the Explanation condition use Spotify more often weekly.
Usage times between conditions are plotted below (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Spotify usage times between conditions

4.2 Behavioural statistics
Before delving into the relational aspects of the measured constructs, insight in average user
behaviour between conditions in the experiment can provide valuable information to support
the interpretation of follow up models. In general, a few interesting conclusions can be drawn
from logging data collected. A strong negative effect exists between amount of times a user
either added a track to the playlist or disliked a track in the baseline and the experimental
conditions (Explanation AND ExplanationFeedback). Margins are shown in Figure 14. This
effect can be caused by several processes. First, participants may have learnt how the system
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works causing less interactions and usagetime. Second, participants experience a better
working system in which less interaction and usagetime is needed to create a playlist. Lastly,
participants could be fatigued in the second condition wanting to finish the experiment faster
and with less interactions.

Figure 14: Margin plots between baseline and experimental conditions: Added & disliked tracks and Usage time

To compare for this direct effect of explanations the two experimental conditions, both
with explanations, are compared. Shown in Figure 15, the amount of dislikes people give on
recommendations tends to rise when people are able to provide feedback on the systems
explanations after disliking a track compared to only disliking with an explanation. There is
no significant difference present, but this is worth investigating further. If a significant effect
was found this would imply participants do think it is more useful to provide the system with
dislikes compared to a system where the extra option to give feedback on the explanation
afterwards isn’t present. Likely, they acknowledge the usefulness of giving feedback more in
this system. Imaginably, bad quality recommendations could increase the amount of dislikes
people give since they want to provide the system with more information hopefully resulting
in better recommendations. Similarly, bad quality explanations could also cause this since
people might want to improve the system since it’s been wrong in its inferences. A regression
analysis shows both explanation quality and recommendation quality explained 17,8%
variance of the amount of dislikes given with a small significant negative effect of
recommendation quality (p < 0.001) and a small insignificant positive effect of explanation
quality on amount of dislikes (p = 0.133). Concluding, in line with expectations, lower
perceived recommendation quality increases amount of dislikes.
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Figure 15: Amount of dislikes between baseline and both experimental conditions

4.3 Perceptual statistics
From perceptual variables measured, a few interesting effects can already be seen when
comparing conditions. Figure 16 shows, perceived effort increased in the experimental
condition. As anticipated, this can be explained by the fact that the experimental conditions
both contain explanations compared to the baseline condition. Participants may experience
higher perceptions of effort to use the recommender because they now have to read and
understand the explanations. The effect can also be explained by participants experiencing
fatigue, while completing the generation of a second playlist and the follow up questionnaire.
Since, participants are now able to compare the two conditions, a larger perception of effort
can be perceived. The results in figure 14 also support this statement. People interacted
significantly less with the recommender in the experimental conditions. Perceived Playlist
Satisfaction also surprisingly lowers significantly for the experimental conditions. Possibly,
participants chose their favourite tracks for the recommender to base its suggestions on in the
baseline condition. When having to again choose new tracks to base the recommender on they
chose less favourite tracks leading towards other less favourable recommendations and
ultimately lower playlist satisfaction.

Figure 16: Margin plots between baseline and experimental conditions: Perceived effort and Perceived playlist satisfaction

Comparing the two experimental conditions on effort shows interestingly that people
experience about as much effort in the two experimental conditions (see Figure 17). This
implies that while the objective effort increases in the explanation with feedback condition the
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perception of effort doesn’t increase. Objective effort increases since people have to evaluate
and select the possible feedback options they are presented with. This can also be seen by the
increasing amount of dislikes and comparing the two means of the number of clicks
participants needed to create a playlist (M1 = 86.125, SD1 = 9.261, M2 = 109.85, SD2 =
9.850, t (78) = 1.7548, p = 0.08). Concluding, if the ability to provide feedback on
explanations doesn’t have other negative effects and effort isn’t determined by other factors
(which isn’t the case here) adding feedback options wouldn’t result in higher perceived effort.

Figure 17: Margin plots: Perceived effort between baseline and both experimental conditions

4.4 Construct validity
Since the perceptual constructs are built with a mixture of items from validated scales
adjusted to context and some new items, scale validity should be checked. To test these items
an exploratory principal-components factor analysis with promax oblique rotation is
performed with all items from the post-exposure questionnaire. Guidelines proposed by
Williams, Onsman, & Brown (2012) are followed. All perceptual variables measured and
considered in this research are (labelled according to the framework for user-centric
evaluation of recommender systems):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perceived control over recommendations (SSA)
Perceived personalization (“understands me”) (SSA)
Perceived transparency (SSA)
Perceived recommender trust (EXP)
Perceived recommender usefulness (EXP)
Perceived effort to use the recommender (EXP)
Perceived recommendation quality (SSA)
Perceived playlist satisfaction (EXP)

Although, I started off with eight constructs there was a lot of cross loading of
different items between constructs present. This implies the probable number of concepts
measured is in fact lower, items aren’t loading on their construct or items are loading on other
constructs. Together with insight from a confirmatory factor analysis (Structural equation
modeling), discriminant validity doesn’t seem to hold for several constructs. I found that
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usefulness correlated highly with playlist satisfaction and cross loaded with trust and effort
and is therefore excluded from further analysis. Resulting from this the last predicted variable
now is perceived playlist satisfaction which therefore becomes the new end variable. In a
similar way personalization and recommendation quality showed a r=.69 correlation and
cross-loaded with trust and playlist satisfaction. This led to excluding the personalization and
recommendation quality concepts. Four separate items are also deleted due to little
contribution (R² < .5) to the construct or due to loading on other constructs. Resulting items
are shown in Table 2. The construct correlation matrix is shown in Table 3.
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Table 2: Factor loadings of items after disregarding cross loading items and correlating constructs. Only items with loadings above .3 are shown. Items have enough in common, Kaiser-MeyerOlkin measure of sampling adequacy = .815. Cronbach’s alpha is calculated to show internal consistency of the constructs. All items except transparency showed good internal consistency (α >
.7). Transparency scores just below with an alpha of .6881.

Construct
Control
α= .7221

Transparency
α= .6881
Trust
α= .8525

Perceived
Effort
α= .7153
Playlist
Satisfaction
α= .7876

Item
I feel in control of modifying my recommendations.
I had limited control over the way the system made
recommendations.
The way the recommender made recommendations was
inflexible.
I would like to have more control over my recommendations.
I understand why the system recommended the tracks it did.
I don’t know what the system bases its recommendations on.
Even if the recommendation is wrong, I would know why it
was recommended to me.
I am confident in the system providing suitable
recommendations.
I can depend on the system providing good
recommendations.
I trust the system in providing good recommendations.
I have to invest a lot of effort in the system.
Using the system takes little time.
It takes too much time before the system provides adequate
recommendations.
The items recommended to me resulted in a nice playlist.
I liked the created playlist.
I could not identify with the built playlist.

Factor 1

Factor 2
.5918
.6890

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Uniquen.
.5001
.4968

.4869

.7032

.5350

.6594
.5226
.6011
.6261

.6328
.6389
.5902
.6169

.3789

.7139

.4065

.7291
.6713
.6250
.5954
.7419
.7680
.6107

.2864
.5135
.6105
.4990
.3151
.2560
.6125

Table 3: Correlation matrix of the remaining constructs

Factors

1: Trust

2: Control

1: Trust
2: Control
3: Playlist Satisfaction
4: Transparency
5: Effort

1
.5002
.4813
.4572
-.3582

1
.3856
.3661
-.3121

3: Playlist
4: TransSatisfaction parency

1
.2284
-.3063

1
-.3425

5: Effort

1

4.5 Confirming the factors
Structural equation modelling (SEM) as a form of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used
in an attempt to confirm the hypothetical model discussed in paragraph 2.7. SEM allows to
regress constructs on each other which makes a directed CFA. The hypothesized model has
two Objective System Aspects:
•
•

Explanations Only (OSA)
Explanations & Feedback (OSA)

The model is tested in its original hypothetical condition, so called “saturated path
model” (see Figure 7). After trimming the model on insignificant relations, it still didn’t fit
well according to the Guidelines for Determining Model Fit by Kline (2015) (χ²(128) =
242.40, p < 0.001, CFI = .872, TLI = .848, rMSEA = .075). Because of this bad fit, no clear
conclusions can be drawn from this model however there is some insight to gain. The
resulting model didn’t show significant effects regarding the use of explanations. The model
shows a significant positive effect of being in the condition with explanations and feedback
on the perceived effort. Direct effects from transparency on trust and trust on playlist
satisfaction also show significant effects. No conclusions can be drawn with respect to
perceived control and the use of explanations. Since the model doesn’t fit well and so many
hypothesized relations are insignificant, new relations and variables are considered in a new
model.

4.6 Baseline model
This model is designed to be comparing the effects of both the OSA explanation and feedback
on the explanation with the baseline model in which none of the two is present. Note that this
is different from the saturated path model. In the saturated path model the OSA’s included
represent the condition with only explanations and the condition with explanations with
feedback options. This new model includes the OSAs “explanation” and “feedback”. Note
both experimental conditions have explanations but only one has feedback options. This
alternative coding is used because the sole more comprehensive effect of feedback options
over explanations can now be seen instead of the difference in effects when comparing
explanations with explanations and feedback.
Compared to the previous model this model also includes the behavioural/logging
data. To gain insight into user behaviour, the framework for user-centric evaluation of
recommender systems suggests the use of behavioural data, referred to as Interaction (INT),
not to be confused with interaction effects as a concept, can also be used in the SEM.
According to the Theory of Reasoned Action by Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) experiences (EXP)
will often be reflected in behavioural data (INT). The framework points out it is also relevant

to show effects in the often-overlooked reversed direction, behavioural data could be reflected
in experiences. Resulting from this there are a different possible relations between
behavioural variables and perceptual variables interesting to investigate. Saving the
constructed playlist can for example be an indicator of playlist satisfaction. The number of
clicks needed to create a playlist will likely be related to perceived effort to use the system
and the number of disliked tracks will likely increase perceived control over the
recommendations. The following INT variables are used in the construction of the next SEM:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of tracks added (INT)
Number of tracks disliked (INT)
Number of clicks (INT)
Usage time, time spent creating the playlist (INT)
Saved the playlist or not (INT)

Following guidelines by Knijnenburg et al. (2012) adding and deleting variables,
adding and deleting insignificant relations iteratively resulted in a multi-level SEM with good
fit (χ²(177) = 214.587, p < 0.05, CFI = .984, TLI = .981, rMSEA = .036). The resulting model
is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Baseline SEM model. Numbers on the arrows represent the β-coefficients. Negative coefficients represent
negative effects. Significance levels: * p < .05, ** p < .01 and *** p < .001

First, it is important to note that a lot of variance on playlist satisfaction is caused by
the direct effect of an explanation. Explanations are specifically present in the two
experimental conditions thus this direct effect is probably due to the presence of the earlier
elaborated effects between conditions (see Figure 14). Notably, the time it took the users to
complete the playlist is considered a mediator in this process since this variable has potential
to predict playlist satisfaction. The fitted relation between explanation and usage time shows
no effect in this process. The effect of usage time on playlist satisfaction is positive. People
who used the system longer have an increased perception of their playlist satisfaction.
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There are a few other notable relations found in the model. Trust seems to be highly
predictive of playlist satisfaction. People experiencing trust in the recommender often resulted
in a higher perceived playlist satisfaction. Trust seems to be mainly determined by the
perceptions of effort to use the recommender and control over the recommendations. If
experiencing more effort to use the recommender, the perception of trust in the recommender
decreases while the perception of control over the recommendations increases trust. These
two relations weren’t hypothesized but didn’t come as a surprise as they are self-explanatory.
Having to put in a lot of effort could negatively influence trust because users might think the
recommender doesn’t understand their wishes. Surprisingly, the amount of tracks participants
add to their playlist seems to negatively influence their perception of control. This relation is
insignificant but could be explained in a reversed matter, such that a low perception of control
could lead to a higher adding frequency. Adding more tracks in this case could be an indicator
of participants wanting to receive this level of control. On the other hand, also surprisingly,
the number of added tracks decreases the perception of effort a lot. This can be interpreted as
participants who added more tracks to their playlist have some hypothetically higher level of
engagement towards making a playlist in which the effort doesn’t play a big role. Following
the model, the number of tracks people dislike increases the perception of effort which is
straightforward. The ability to provide feedback on explanations only shows an insignificant
positive effect on the amount of dislikes in line with Figure 14. Disliking a track enables you
to read the explanation and provide feedback on it. Following this, it is likely people now
dislike more tracks because they see more use for it when also able to give feedback on the
explanation compared to when they are only shown the explanation. Lastly, effort influences
control via transparency. Higher perception of effort to use the recommender negatively
influences the perception of system transparency. On its own, higher perceived system
transparency leads to higher perceived control over the recommendations. This indicates high
levels of effort reduce the perception of control over the recommendations via transparency.
Participant perception of putting a lot of effort into the system led to a lower perception of
how the system came to its conclusions which on its turn leads to a lower perception of
control over the recommender.
Conclusion
With respect to the model a lot of relations are influenced by the direct effect of explanations.
To be able to answer the hypotheses regarding feedback options on explanations, this effect
needs to be compared for in a last experimental model. Disregarding this effect, trust plays an
important role in this study. Trust relates significantly with the two key variables, effort and
control, considered in this study and is therefore worth further investigating. Other remarkable
but insignificant effects of added tracks on control (-) and feedback on disliked tracks (+) are
shown.

4.7 Experimental model
To compare for the big effect of explanations and reveal effects of feedback options on
explanations, another model is estimated. This model compares the two experimental
conditions by only including the OSA Feedback on Explanation in the model to be able to
distinguish the effects of adding feedback to explanations. Note that data gathered in the
baseline condition is disregarded here to compare for the fatigue effect which results in only
between participants data but only half the sample size. The current data consists of 40
participants. The model didn’t fit well and should be interpreted with caution (χ²(142) =
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201.268, p < 0.01, CFI = .937, TLI = .924, rMSEA = .065). Compared to the previous model
other relations can be seen and usage time is disregarded because of insignificant effects
(Figure 19). Number of added tracks doesn’t show any significant relations but is still
included for comparison with the previous model.
As the previous model showed, there is still suspicion that the number of disliked
tracks is influenced positively by adding the feedback ability. Furthermore, in evidence the
effects of number of disliked tracks on effort, effort on transparency, transparency on control,
control on trust and trust on playlist satisfaction are also present in this model. Contradictory
to the previous model, the number of disliked tracks now tends to negatively influence
perceived control over the recommendations.

Figure 19: Experimental SEM model. Numbers on the arrows represent the β-coefficients. Negative coefficients represent
negative effects. Insignificant arrows represent insignificant relations. Significance levels: * p < .05, ** p < .01 and *** p <
.001

Conclusion
Unfortunately, due to low sample size only strong effects can be seen. A mediating process
via the constructs of effort, transparency, control and trust towards satisfaction is on the other
hand dominantly present. This model also confirms that user’s perception of trust in the
system plays a major role in perceived playlist satisfaction and ultimately user-recommender
interaction in general. Major difference with the previous model here is that effort doesn’t
show a negative direct relation towards trust but that this relation is largely indirect via
transparency and control.

4.8 Hypothesis Testing
4.8.1 Explanations
I hypothesized that explanations would have a positive effect on peoples perceived usefulness
of a music recommender system. Although, perceived usefulness of the system is disregarded
as a variable in the last models to achieve good fit, it can be compared closely with perceived
playlist satisfaction. Both variables are shown to be closely tied but perceived usefulness was
disregarded because of cross loadings with perceived trust and effort. Regarding the first
baseline model, explanations had significant negative effects on the amount of times people
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added or disliked tracks. Besides these effects, a big negative effect of explanations directly
on playlist satisfaction can be seen. This would partially reject the hypothesis if looking at
playlist satisfaction rather than usefulness. Big negative effects from explanations (or between
conditions) can also be seen in other variables. By looking at the margins of usage time and
perceived effort plotted against the baseline it becomes clear effort and usage time are
correlated with the conditions (see figure 14 & 16) which resulted in the negative effects
rejecting the first hypothesis because the order was not randomized.
4.8.2 Feedback
The second hypothesis is as follows: “Adding user feedback options to explicit explanations
leads to a higher increased perceived system usefulness compared to solely exposure to
explanations.” To answer this question, we need to look at the second experimental model. In
an attempt to answer the second hypothesis with playlist satisfaction, no direct effects of
adding the feedback options on playlist satisfaction can be found rejecting the second
hypothesis.
4.8.3 Mediators
It is hypothesized that perceptions of effort, control, personalization, transparency and trust
mediate the effects of explanations (H3a) and feedback on those explanations (H3b) on
perceived usefulness. The first model shows us that there are indeed a lot of mediating effects
present. Perceived effort, perceived control, perceived transparency and perceived trust play an
important role towards playlist satisfaction in a recommender system with explanations. Apart
from perceived personalization hypothesis 3a is accepted. Hypothesis 3b states: “Perceived
effort, perceived control, perceived personalization, perceived transparency and perceived trust
mediate the effects of user feedback on explanations on perceived usefulness.” The second
model shows the still important indirect effects between effort, control, transparency, trust on
playlist satisfaction. Unfortunately, no significant evidence is present showing these effects
resulted from adding feedback options to the explanations and therefore hypothesis 3b is
rejected.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Via an online experiment, the effects of explanations and feedback options over explanations
were tested on several dependent variables. In the experiment, participants are asked twice to
create a recommendation-based music playlist. Due to technical difficulties and summer
holiday period the sample size aimed for was not reached. First, I hypothesized that
explaining why recommendations are shown by the system would in the end increase the
perceived usefulness of the system. In the literature evidence for the positive effects of
explanations in recommender systems can be found (Tintarev & Masthoff, 2015). Hypothesis
1 is used to confirm these effects are also present in the current study. Contradictory, the data
shows inversed effect is present, explanations largely convey negative effects. There is
evidence this is due to several processes experienced by the participants in the experimental
conditions. First, participants could be fatigued wanting to finish the experiment faster and
with less interactions in the condition with explanations. Second, participants chose their
favourite tracks to base a playlist on in the first condition without explanations having to
choose less favourable tracks in the condition with explanations resulting in a lower playlist
satisfaction. The presence of these processes lead to inconclusive results regarding the first
hypothesis.
The results show that, with one exception, the variables capturing the interactions of
adding and disliking tracks are also both significantly less in the experimental conditions.
This could be because participants may have learnt how the system works causing less
interactions and usagetime. Second, participants experience a better working system in which
less interaction and usagetime is needed to create a playlist. Lastly, participants could be
fatigued in the second condition wanting to finish the experiment faster and with less
interactions. The amount of dislikes doesn’t lower in the experimental condition with
explanations and feedback options. Given all other interactions lower this could indicate a
positive effect of feedback options on amount of dislikes. Note, disliking a track is needed in
order to be able to see the explanation and provide actual feedback on it. In other words,
tracks are disliked more often when users are able to give feedback on the explanation after
disliking. This behaviour indicates that users see the need for this feedback. Adding user
feedback is shown to have several advantages for the user like higher perceived control or
perceived accuracy (Knijnenburg et al., 2012). This study can’t confirm whether this
statement holds for the feedback options on explanations used.
Secondly, I hypothesized the additional effect of feedback options over the
explanations would increase the perceived usefulness of the system. Unfortunately, because of
low sample size, a second structural equation model only comparing only explanations with
explanations and feedback showed no significant results leading from feedback on
explanations.
Third, next to the direct effects these objective system aspects could have, the indirect
or mediating effects are more insightful. The first model shows that despite the negative
relations towards adding and disliking tracks, adding explanations to a system can result in
several other mediating effects. Participants perceptions of for example effort, transparency,
control, and mainly trust have an interesting interplay in this process. Effort was expected to
directly influence system usefulness, but this research showed rising levels of effort
negatively influence trust and transparency. Transparency was expected to influence trust in
the recommender, but this effect is only proved to be mediated by perceived control over the
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recommendations. If transparency rises user perceptions of control over the recommendations
also seems to rise leading towards higher trust levels. On its own recommender trust was
expected to positively influence perceived system usefulness. The current study shows that
trust is a good predictor of usefulness explaining 33% of the variance of usefulness however
the items of system usefulness suffered from too much cross loadings and usefulness as a
construct overlapped too much with playlist satisfaction and is therefore not further analysed.
The results now show trust to be a good predictor of playlist satisfaction. Increased levels of
trust significantly higher peoples’ satisfaction of their generated playlist.
Lastly, analysing the effects of feedback options, behavioural variables proved to be
important. The number of disliked tracks tends to be higher when people have options to
provide feedback on the explanation they get after disliking a track. Positive effects of adding
feedback options over explanations aren’t found in this study.

5.1 Implications
Next, key research principles used in this study are reviewed. As earlier stated Tintarev &
Masthoff (2015) showed explanations have a positive effect on how a user perceives the
system. The current research can’t confirm the positive effects of the use of explanations.
Other research on trust concludes that explaining individual predictions is important in
assessing trust in these systems (Ribeiro et al., 2016). This effect is again proven as trust plays
an important role in all models made. This research showed trust overlapped with perceived
personalization and recommendation quality which made it hard to create individual concepts.
Most importantly, trust predicted perceived playlist satisfaction well and played a central role
between effort and control.
Previous research also pointed out one should be careful with perceived system
transparency as it could also result in a decrease in perceived trust (Springer & Whittaker,
2019). This study only concluded that perceived transparency is influenced negatively by
perceived effort and that transparency itself positively affects perceived control.

5.2 Limitations
First, it is important that due to technical difficulties only half of the desired sample size was
achieved. This drastically limited the ability to interpret the data and draw conclusions.
Second, it is important to point out that another research design could have better
results. This research only added explanations in the experimental second within condition.
The experimental conditions always followed the baseline condition. Since the results suggest
there is a big unexplained direct effect of the within conditions, the effects of explanations
can’t be revealed. A threefold between-subjects design would have eliminated these effects
but was unachievable because a too high sample size would be needed. Another possible way
to overcome this would be randomizing the two conditions within participants.
Since the use of explanations is proven in different ways before, this research is
focussed on the new aspect of using feedback options over explanations. After all, this
mechanism present should have the potential to increase system usefulness. However, because
of the many subjective measures playing a role in this process a direct effect doesn’t give
much insight into what is really happening. Closer to explanations, it would have been
valuable to measure perceptions of the explanations more extensively instead of experiences
of effort, trust, and usefulness about the whole system. Explanations might need the feedback
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options to be useful. In fact, the feedback options itself are implicit explanations, explaining
the systems working. In this way, the textual explicit explanation and the implicit feedback
options should be together considered as the explanation rather than a textual explanation and
an added objective system aspect. As a step towards unveiling the working of additional
feedback over explanations, measuring explanation usefulness would have been helpful.
Lastly, there were a few people who took the time to comment back about their
experiences with the system. In general, three people said the recommendations themselves
fitted better than recommendations provided by the popular Spotify functionalities (Discover
weekly, Daily mix, and Recommended tracks below existing playlists). One participant
replied he read the explanation only twice and further on just clicked passed it. This could
indicate it takes a lot of effort to read the explanation every time and after reading it twice the
general message is the same only with different tracks. A solution to this problem could be an
optional explanation, only displayed on request. Furthermore, three participants thought the
study was finished after creating one playlist and one participant didn’t agree on having to add
or dislike at least one recommendation before being able to gather new recommendations.
This indicates some design aspects weren’t thought trough enough and the testing and piloting
should have had more iterations. The little testing and piloting were partly due to the recent
coronavirus outbreak in the Netherlands causing restrictions in social contact.

5.3 Future Work
This research used a mainly content-based directed graph recommender algorithm. Due to the
availability of this system and the operating knowledge present about the system this system
is used. It is possible to use other types of recommender algorithms as collaborative filtering
algorithms also have big potential in similar scenarios. Investigating the implications of
collaborative filtering versus content-based algorithm explanations is a very interesting
research area in which a lot of research is needed. The current algorithm used can also be
explained very well since users’ top tracks are linked with similar tracks. Next to contentbased explanations like, “The recommender considers that you like <a> because you liked
<b> and the recommender finds these tracks to be similar.” A collaborative filtering
explanation could be “The recommender considers that you like <a> because <person> likes
<a> and he/she also likes <b> and <c>”. In this explanation <b> and <c> represent artists,
genres, or tracks which the user and <person> has in common.
This research used a content-based algorithm with specific explanations.
Recommendations are solely based on a pool of tracks similar to tracks you already listened
to. Recommendations could for example also be based on a pool of tracks you already
listened to a few times because creating a playlist is hardly ever done by adding solely new
tracks. Playlists are often generated around a general feeling, activity or mood with one or a
few already known tracks to start with. Recommending already liked tracks is more fact
based, while recommending similar tracks has to assume, they are indeed similar according to
the algorithm. Adding on this, recommending already liked tracks would also result in another
explanation needed. It is therefore of interest to investigate the perceptual effects of also
adding already known liked tracks to the recommendations.
Now, a different algorithm and different sorts of recommendations would result in
other explanations. It is important to note that every explanation on its own could elicit
different perceptions of the systems working. It is valuable to investigate the effects of
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different explanations. The three different dimensions mentioned in paragraph 2.2 can provide
structure. Explanations are either textual or visual, either persuasive or informative, or either
implicit or explicit.
This research used a language argumentation model to make textual explanations
based on the algorithms model parameters (van Eemeren et al., 2014). The model parameter
similarity between tracks is used to create an explanation of the kind: “The recommender
considers that you like <a> because you liked <b> and the recommender finds these tracks to
be similar.” Feedback options over these explanations like, “They are not similar” can be used
by the system to adjust the predictive model in a new way. Using an argumentation model to
structure explanations and feedback options on the explanations, facilitating a bidirectional
understanding between user and system hasn’t been researched before. Future research on the
mechanisms regarding this methodology is needed. This thesis showcases how this can be
done.

5.4 Conclusion
This thesis focussed on answering the research question: “What are the effects of user
feedback on explanations on perceived system usefulness in music recommender systems?”.
To answer this question an online experiment was created in which participants are able to
create a playlist completely fuelled by recommendations from a content-based recommender
system. Between subjects, participants either had the possibility to read an explanation after
they disliked a track or had the possibility to also provide feedback on these explanations.
Within subjects, participants first interacted with a baseline condition without explanations
followed by the experimental condition. The already existing recommender system used for
this research was well equipped to deliver explanations based on the data (Hadash, 2020).
New recommendations are based on what tracks users added or disliked. User feedback on
explanations was also incorporated in the system to base its new recommendations on.
To gain insight into users experiences and interactions, several perceptions about the
system aspects are measured according to the framework for user-centric evaluation of
recommender systems (Knijnenburg et al., 2012). Results don’t show an increase in perceived
system usefulness by feedback options present. However, adding feedback options over
explanations is expected to increase the number of disliked tracks, which could indicate a
higher motivation to train the system to ultimately provide better recommendations. Effects of
explanations are mostly negative and hard to interpret because of the within-subjects
conditions. Results show, trust plays an important role in this recommender system and is
affected by perceptions of effort and control. The perception of transparency on its own plays
an important role between perceptions of effort and control.
Unfortunately, due to sample size little conclusions can be drawn regarding the effects
of feedback options over explanations. Still the view at explanations in recommender systems
described in this thesis could have an impact on how explanations are currently viewed and
treated in analysis. As also pointed out previously perceptions about system aspects or the
whole system are largely dependent on the kind of explanation used in the system (Tintarev &
Masthoff, 2015). This also seemed to hold in this study. This study discriminates between
different types of explanations and uses an argumentative model to structure explanations
which is new in the field. The research area of recommender systems and ultimately
interactive machine learning could learn from these advances.
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Appendix A: Script
SCRIPT: Explaining music recommendations: the effects of user feedback on explanations.
J.M. Geelhoed
BEFORE:
Participants are recruited via the JF Schouten participant database of Eindhoven University of
Technology. In the invitation email they are kindly asked to perform in an experimental study
regarding music recommendation. Only participants with a Spotify premium account are allowed to
participate. They are provided a link to the experiment. See figure 1 for the procedure of the
experiment.

Figure 20 Procedure

WHEN ENTERED THE EXPERIMENT (INFORMED CONSENT):
Participants are shown the following informed consent form and are asked to agree on it by clicking
the “Agree and continue to login” button.
Informed consent form for participants
This page gives you information about the study “Playlist generation study”. Before the study
begins, it is important that you learn about the procedure followed in this study and that you
give your informed consent for voluntary participation. Please read this page carefully.
1. Aim and benefit of the study
The aim of this study is to measure your interaction with and evaluation of a music playlist
generation tool. This information is used to improve such tools and see how people can best
be guided when they want to compose a new playlist.
This study is performed by masterstudent J.M. Geelhoed, under the supervision of M.C.
Willemsen & S. Hadash of the Human-Technology Interaction group.
2. Procedure
In this study you will log in with you Spotify account (note: you can only participate with an
actively used Spotify account, free or paid) and select a minimum of three tracks you would
like to base your playlist around. You will be able to listen to tracks that the tool provides, and
answer questions about the application. You will create two playlists, evaluating different
versions of the tool.
3. Risks
The study does not involve any risks or detrimental side effects.
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4. Duration
The study will last approximately 20 minutes.
5. Participants
You were selected because you were registered as participant in the participant database of
the Human Technology Interaction group of the Eindhoven University of Technology or
because you were personally invited via email.
6. Voluntary
Your participation is completely voluntary. You can refuse to participate without giving any
reasons and you can stop your participation at any time during the study by closing your web
browser. You can also withdraw your permission to use your data up to 24 hours after they
were recorded. None of this will have any negative consequences for you whatsoever.
7. Compensation
For compensation, you will enter a lottery in which 1 in every 5 participants will receive 20
euros. So you have a 20% chance of winning 20 euros.
8. Confidentiality
All research conducted at the Human-Technology Interaction Group adheres to the Code of
Ethics of the NIP (Nederlands Instituut voor Psychologen – Dutch Institute for Psychologists),
and this study has been approved by the Ethical Review Board of the department.
In this study, your personal data (age, gender, participant ID, Spotify username and Spotify
listening history) and experimental data (responses to the questionnaires, interaction time and
interactions with the application) will be recorded, analyzed, and stored. You need to log in
with your Spotify account in order to join this study, but your credentials will be anonymized.
The goal of collecting, analyzing, and storing this data is to answer the research question and
publish the results in the scientific literature. To protect your privacy, all data that can be
used to personally identify you will be stored on an encrypted server of the Human
Technology Interaction group for at least 10 years that is only accessible by selected HTI staff
members. No information that can be used to personally identify you will be shared with
others.
The data collected in this study might also be of relevance for future research projects within
the Human Technology Interaction group or by other researchers outside of the group. The
aim of those studies might be unrelated to the goals of this study. The collected data might
therefore also be made available to the authorized researchers from other institutions in an
online data repository with restricted access (only on request). The coded data collected in
this study and that will be released to others will (to the best of our knowledge and ability) not
contain information that can identify you.
At the bottom of this consent form, you can indicate whether or not you agree with the use of
your data for future research by other researches, within the Human Technology Interaction
group or outside.
No video or audio recordings are made that could identify you.
9. Further information
If you want more information about this study, the study design, or the results, you can contact
Ken Geelhoed (contact email: j.m.geelhoed@student.tue.nl).
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If you have any complaints about this study, please contact the supervisor, Martijn Willemsen
(m.c.willemsen@tue.nl). You can report irregularities related to scientific integrity to
confidential advisors of the TU/e.
10. Certificate of Consent
By clicking the Agree button you agree that you have read and understood this consent form
and that you agree to voluntarily participate in this research experiment carried out by the
research group Human Technology Interaction of the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Ido
do not
give permission to also make my anonymized recorded data available to other researchers in
HTI or elsewhere on request (in a restricted data repository), and allow others to use this data
for future research projects unrelated to this study.
When clicking “Agree and continue to login” you will be asked to login with Spotify and
accept the conditions for using Spotify data in this experiment.
SPOTIFY LOGIN
Participants will be asked to login with their Spotify account and agree on sharing their Spotify data
allowing the system to create personalized music recommendations.
<A Spotify login page will appear>
After logged in with Spotify participants are assigned to either one of the conditions. (Explanations, or
Explanations & Feedback)
GENERAL QUESTIONS
Participants are asked to fill out a general questionnaire asking for their age, gender and Spotify usage
Please fill out the following questions.
Your age (years)?
Your gender?
How often do you use Spotify a week?
•
•
•
•
•

0-5 hr
6-10 hr
11-15 hr
16-20 hr
21+

BASELINE
Participants are given the following text:
Check your sound

Before the real experiment starts, check your headphones or other listening device by playing
the track below:
Please, carefully read the following text and instructions.
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Imagine you just got enthusiastic about making a new music playlist. To find tracks of your
own personal taste to fill the playlist, you are going to use a music recommendation function.
Below we ask you to label the playlist and to select a few tracks from your own top-tracks of
your Spotify account which help the system to base its recommendations on. Once you have
selected these tracks, you will interact with the system to create a playlist and you are asked to
answer some questions about your experiences.
I call my playlist:
<text enter field which sets the title of the playlist>
I would like to base my new playlist’s recommendations on the following tracks (minimum 3)
<shows a list of 15 user top tracks>
Participants are able to select and deselect several tracks with a minimum of 3.
Next, participants are given the following text:
Your preferences are taken into account.
In the next screen you will interact with a music recommender system to make a playlist of at
least 10 tracks. The system will provide you with a set of 3 recommended tracks. You can
preview (listen) to these tracks and add any of these tracks to the playlist. You can also
indicate if you don’t like a track and press the refresh button to get new set of 3 tracks. Your
actions (add/dislike) will be taken into account when generating a new set of 3
recommendations after pressing the refresh button.
Participants are exposed to the baseline condition.
<Interactive music web player with recommender function>
The “continue” option only becomes enabled if the playlist is at least 10 tracks long. Next to this there
is a “save this playlist to my account” button which can be pressed if one whishes to keep the playlist
for further usage.
BASELINE QUESTIONNAIRE
After successfully constructing a 10 tracks long playlist the user will be asked to fill out the first postexposure questionnaire.
Please indicate to what extend you agree on the following statements.
Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly agree
Perceived control over recommendations
•
•
•
•

I feel in control of modifying my recommendations.
I had limited control over the way the system made recommendations.
The way the recommender made recommendations was inflexible.
I would like to have more control over my recommendations.

Perceived personalization (“understands me”)
•
•
•

The recommender understands my taste in music.
I believe the recommendations to be tailored to my preferences.
The recommender seems personalized to my music preferences.

Perceived transparency
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•
•
•
•

I understand why the system recommended the tracks it did.
I don’t know what the system bases its recommendations on.
Even if the recommendation is wrong, I would know why it was recommended to me.
The system’s workings are self-explanatory.

Perceived recommender trust
•
•
•
•

I am confident in the system providing suitable recommendations.
I can depend on the system providing good recommendations.
The system seems biased in providing recommendations.
I trust the system in providing good recommendations.

Perceived recommender usefulness
•
•
•
•

The system is useless to create playlists with.
I would recommend the system to others.
I can create better playlists without the help of the system.
I can save time using this system to create playlists.

Perceived effort to use the recommender
•
•
•
•

I have to invest a lot of effort in the system.
The system is convenient.
Using the system takes little time.
It takes too much time before the system provides adequate recommendations.

Perceived recommendation quality
•
•
•
•

The recommended items fitted my preference.
I liked the items recommended by the system.
The system recommended too many bad items.
The recommended items were relevant.

Perceived playlist satisfaction
•
•
•
•

The items recommended to me resulted in a nice playlist.
I liked the created playlist.
I could not identify with the built playlist.
If a recommender such as this exists, I would use it to create playlists.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION
Before the experiment participants are divided into two groups (group exposed to explanations and the
group exposed to explanations and user feedback). Here, participants are either exposed to the first or
to the second group.
Participants are given the following text.
Please, carefully read the following text and instructions.
This time you are going to interact with a similar system. Preferences from the previous
session aren’t taken into account in this new system.
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Your goal is to build another playlist. To fill the playlist, you are going to use a music
recommendation function again. Below we ask you to label the new playlist and to select a few
tracks from your own top-tracks of your Spotify account which help the system to base its
recommendations on. Once you have selected these tracks, you will interact with the system to
create a playlist and you are asked to answer some questions about your experiences.
I call my playlist:
<text enter field which sets the title of the playlist>
I would like to base my new playlist’s recommendations on the following tracks (minimum 3)
<shows a list of 15 user top tracks>
Participants are able to select and deselect several tracks with a minimum of 3.
Next, participants are given the following text:
Your preferences are taken into account.
In the next screen you will interact with a music recommender system to make a playlist of at
least 10 tracks. The system will provide you with a set of 3 recommended tracks. You can
preview (listen) to these tracks and add any of these tracks to the playlist. You can also
indicate if you don’t like a track and press the refresh button to get new set of 3 tracks. If you
dislike a track, the system will give an explanation on why it recommended that track in the
first place. The system will allow you to give feedback on that explanation and indicate if the
explanation is incorrect*. Your actions (add/dislike/feedback*) will be taken into account
when generating a new set of 3 recommendations after pressing the refresh button.
* These will only be present in the condition with feedback options.
<Interactive music web player with recommender function and explanations>
OR
<Interactive music web player with recommender function, explanations and the ability to
provide user feedback on the explanations>
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE
After successfully constructing a 10 tracks long playlist the user will be asked to fill out the second
and last post-exposure questionnaire.
Please indicate to what extend you agree on the following statements.
Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly agree
Perceived control over recommendations
•
•
•
•

I feel in control of modifying my recommendations.
I had limited control over the way the system made recommendations.
The way the recommender made recommendations was inflexible.
I would like to have more control over my recommendations.

Perceived personalization (“understands me”)
•
•
•

The recommender understands my taste in music.
I believe the recommendations to be tailored to my preferences.
The recommender seems personalized to my music preferences.
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Perceived transparency
•
•
•
•

I understand why the system recommended the tracks it did.
I don’t know what the system bases its recommendations on.
Even if the recommendation is wrong, I would know why it was recommended to me.
The system’s workings are self-explanatory.

Perceived recommender trust
•
•
•
•

I am confident in the system providing suitable recommendations.
I can depend on the system providing good recommendations.
The system seems biased in providing recommendations.
I trust the system in providing good recommendations.

Perceived recommender usefulness
•
•
•
•

The system is useless to create playlists with.
I would recommend the system to others.
I can create better playlists without the help of the system.
I can save time using this system to create playlists.

Perceived effort to use the recommender
•
•
•
•

I have to invest a lot of effort in the system.
The system is convenient.
Using the system takes little time.
It takes too much time before the system provides adequate recommendations.

Perceived recommendation quality
•
•
•
•

The recommended items fitted my preference.
I liked the items recommended by the system.
The system recommended too many bad items.
The recommended items were relevant.

Perceived explanation quality
•
•
•
•

The explanations helped me to get an idea of how the system operates.
The explanations didn’t add to my understanding of the system.
The explanations made clear why the system recommended the tracks.
The explanations were convincing.

Perceived playlist satisfaction
•
•
•
•

The items recommended to me resulted in a nice playlist.
I liked the created playlist.
I could not identify with the built playlist.
If a recommender such as this exists, I would use it to create playlists.

DEBRIEF
Participants are shown the following text:
Thanks for your participation!
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You have reached the last step of the study. The lottery raffle will be held when the study is
over and all data is collected, you will be contacted by mail if you win.
if you want more information about this study, the study design, or the results,
you can contact Ken Geelhoed (contact email: j.m.geelhoed@student.tue.nl). If you have any
complaints about this study, please contact the supervisor, Martijn Willemsen
(m.c.willemsen@tue.nl).
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Appendix B: Technical system details

(1) All parts needed to be created for the experiment. These parts are developed with the help
of S. Hadash and M. C. Willemsen.
(2) The experiment Server runs the general user interface of the experiment. The aesthetics of
the user interface are based on common music streaming services publicly available. It
consists of a bottom play bar, album-art representation in the lower left corner and the playlist
including recommendations in the upper right block. The front-end of the interface is built on
HTML and CSS extended with javascript and jQuery. The server-side of the interface is built
in Flask (Grinberg, 2018), a Python library.
(3) The recommender system used to facilitate recommendations for the experiment is a
separate RESTful API and a complete implementation of a content-based music
recommendation algorithm (Hadash, 2020). The system stores genre, track and artist
preferences for every user based on their listening history. A directed cyclic network of tracks
and artists related to the users is created using item-similarity. Based on this graph the system
computes probabilities of the user liking other tracks. Tracks with the highest probability are
recommended. While interacting with the recommender users are able to add tracks to their
playlist, delete tracks from their recommended tracks and (depending on their condition) are
able to provide feedback on the explanation shown. These three forms of information are used
to revalue the item-similarities in the cyclic graph to come up with better fitting new
recommendations. The system runs with five working processes simultaneously to be able to
handle several users at the same time.
(4) Both the experiment server and the recommender server interact with Spotify’s servers to
gather user top tracks and tracks similar to them. (Spotify AB, 2020a) For the recommender
system these are essential in creating the cyclic network graph, for the experiment server this
is essential to let the user select tracks on which the participant wishes to base their
recommendations. To play music in the user interface, the back-end of the experiment server
is built on the Spotify Web SDK (Spotify AB, 2020b)
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(5) The web server connecting all the dots is a Nginx server consisting of 4 nodes. This part
among other things is connected to the experiment database, holding all user experiment data
and the recommender system databases holding the cyclic network. The experiment database
is built with javascript based PouchDB (“PouchDB,” 2020). This part also handles all requests
back and forth from the experiment server, recommender system, experiment database,
recommender system database and the user (participant)
(6) All communication between the system parts as well as the user requests are done via
HTTP requests.
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Appendix C: Questionnaire Items
Table C1. Demographic questionnaire
Concept

Item

Options

Age

What is your age? (years)

Gender

What is your gender?

Male, Female, Other/Rather not say

Spotify usage

How often do you use Spotify a week?

0-5 hr, 6-10 hr, 11-15 hr, 16-20 hr, 21+ hr

Table C2. Post-exposure questionnaire. All item options ranged from 1: Strongly Disagree to 5:
Strongly Agree.
Concept

Item

Framing

Perceived control over

I feel in control of modifying my recommendations.

+

I had limited control over the way the system made

-

recommendations

recommendations.
The way the recommender made recommendations was

-

inflexible.
I would like to have more control over my

-

recommendations.
Perceived personalization

The recommender understands my taste in music.

+

I believe the recommendations to be tailored to my

+

(“understands me”)*

preferences.
The recommender seems personalized to my music

+

preferences.
Perceived transparency

I understand why the system recommended the tracks it

+

did.
I don’t know what the system bases its recommendations

-

on.
Even if the recommendation is wrong, I would know

+

why it was recommended to me.
The system’s workings are self-explanatory.

+

Perceived recommender

I am confident in the system providing suitable

+

trust

recommendations.
I can depend on the system providing good
recommendations.
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+

The system seems biased in providing

-

recommendations.

Perceived recommender

I trust the system in providing good recommendations.

+

The system is useless to create playlists with.

-

I would recommend the system to others.

+

I can create better playlists without the help of the

+

usefulness

system.

Perceived effort to use the

I can save time using this system to create playlists.

+

I have to invest a lot of effort in the system.

+

The system is convenient.

-

Using the system takes little time.

-

It takes too much time before the system provides

+

recommender

adequate recommendations.
Perceived recommendation

The recommended items fitted my preference.

+

I liked the items recommended by the system.

+

The system recommended too many bad items.

-

The recommended items were relevant.

+

Perceived explanation

The explanations helped me to get an idea of how the

+

quality**

system operates.

quality

The explanations didn’t add to my understanding of the

-

system.
The explanations made clear why the system

+

recommended the tracks.
The explanations were convincing.

+

Perceived playlist

The items recommended to me resulted in a nice

+

satisfaction

playlist.
I liked the created playlist.

+

I could not identify with the built playlist.

-

If a recommender such as this exists, I would use it to

+

create playlists.
* Perceived personalization is the only concept consisting of three items due to the lack of items
available in research
** The Perceived explanation quality concept is only present in the post-experiment questionnaire and
not in the post-baseline questionnaire since this condition doesn’t contain explanations.
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